Host Daimon Zul says:
<<<<<<Begin Mission 10106.11>>>>>>>>>
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Launches a 2nd probe that is programmed to maintain a distance of 35 meters from the rift::  OPS: Second Probe is away... we should be able to tell if it can help clear up that signal in a moment.
CIV_Seti says:
::Enters the TL and is enroute to Sickbay::
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Runs a final simulation on the Tachyon beam, and as she waits for the results from the computer she returns her attention back to the probe as it comes into position.:: OPS: Probe is in position... see if that helps?
OPS_DeShay says:
::On the bridge at OPS trying to clean up the transmission::
XO_Hawkes says:
::On the bridge trying to look thoughtful by stroking his beard::
CMO_Lea says:
::Retrieves Ensign Seti's record from the computer's updated database and downloads it to her PADD::
FCO_Nichols says:
::At station checking the Tigris' patrol coordinates::
CEO_Merna says:
::Stands at his Engineering console on the bridge, checking the ships systems and remotely verifying the Ferengi ships systems.::
OPS_DeShay says:
CSO: I'll try. ::Working on transmission::
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Hears the computer beep and looks over the results of the latest simulation results::  CO: The Tachyon beam does seem be a viable option for closing the rift sir.
Host CO_Lynam says:
FCO: Bring the runabouts in close to us.  Face us toward the rift.
CIV_Seti says:
::Exits the TL and enters the Sickbay::
MO-Braxton says:
::Walks into sickbay and take her medkit to a storage cabinet to restocked it::
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Aye sir.
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: Yeah, that's the way our luck has been running these days.
CIV_Seti says:
CMO/MO: Hello Doctors
MO-Braxton says:
CIV: Hello Mr. Seti
FCO_Nichols says:
::Sends rendezvous coordinates to the runabouts and begins to turn the Del::
CTO_KBeth says:
::Brings up all weapons systems to full stand-by power, sets the tractor beam targeting to the Ferengi ship in case of emergency::
XO_Hawkes says:
::Finally gets a chance to review the battle with the last rift-ships...since he missed it the first time::
CIV_Seti says:
MO: How are things going?
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Nods in understand of the CO's remark::
CEO_Merna says:
::Sees that the Delphyne's systems are fine, sighs and waits for the Ferengi's ships diagnostics to complete.::
Host CO_Lynam says:
COMM: Zul: Daimon, I suggest you leave the area immediately.
CIV_Seti says:
MO: How long have you known Lt Lea?
Host Daimon Zul says:
COM: Delphyne: I will follow you out, ::grins::
CEO_Merna says:
::Turns to the XO:: XO: Sir?  The Delphyne's systems are fully operational sir.  The Ferengi’s' ship is at the same. ::Turns back to his console.::
CMO_Lea says:
::Absentmindedly nods to Seti, then, as he doesn't seem to intend to ask her anything, returns to studying his profile::
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Looks over at OPS:: OPS: Lets try to reverse the signal.
XO_Hawkes says:
CEO: Thank you.
Host CO_Lynam says:
COMM: Zul: In about 10 minutes those ships are probably coming back, maybe with friends.  If you stay, you will get more of the same.
MO-Braxton says:
CIV: Things have been rather uneventful, relatively of course.  I've known the CMO for about 6 months now.
CEO_Merna says:
::Taps at his controls.:: XO:  Your welcome.
Host Daimon Zul says:
COM: Delphyne: I will take that chance, never profit from chances not taken
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Works in Main Engineering, filing reports, ordering the Engineers to their stations and work.::
CIV_Seti says:
MO: How would you rate her as an officer?
Host CO_Lynam says:
CTO: Target the opening of the rift, set the photons for narrow dispersion, hit that New Orleans as soon as it is visible.
XO_Hawkes says:
CO: ::Whispers:: If he stays, I say we don't fix up his ship again for free. ::smiles::
OPS_DeShay says:
CSO: Sounds good. Also we should try matching the frequency of the rift to cancel the interference.
CTO_KBeth says:
CO: Aye sir, rift targeted.
Host CO_Lynam says:
FCO: Order the runabouts to target the New Orleans and fire when we do.  After that, they are to team up and pick on one of the smaller ships.
Host Daimon Zul says:
<Marauder> ::turns and faces the rift::
CEO_Merna says:
::Deftly works at both Engineering consoles in the bridge and smiles as he's getting the hang of working on both of them pretty easily.:: Self: I thought it might be a bit harder than this. ::Looks from one console to the next while tapping commands into their consoles.::
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Thinks it best to prepare to use the inverse tachyon beam just in case the CO wants it in a hurry:: OPS: Understood.
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Aye sir.
Host CO_Lynam says:
*ALL*: red alert.
MO-Braxton says:
CIV: ::Somewhat quieter:: Better than any other on this ship, possibly in the fleet.
CTO_KBeth says:
::Pushes big red button::
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Thinks the crew needs a laugh so he makes a joke to the Engineers.  They turn to him with a raise eyebrows because the joke wasn’t funny.::
FCO_Nichols says:
COM: Hunter/Dunlap:  We'll be targeting the New Orleans.  After the initial run choose one of the runts to pick on.
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Places her station at red alert standings::
Host CO_Lynam says:
COMM: ZUL: There's no profit in fighting.  Unless you know something you're not telling us.
XO_Hawkes says:
::Brings up the ship's status schematic on his small console.::
FCO_Nichols says:
::Moves station to red alert::
CEO_Merna says:
::Watches the ships systems at Red Alert.:: Self: Here we go.. ::Turns back to the others and smiles, then concentrates on his duties.::
Host Daimon Zul says:
ACTION: Time for rift to open comes and goes with no sign of the pinhole rift changing
CIV_Seti says:
::Hears the Red Alert:: MO: Thank you Doctor.  CMO: I will be back later Doctor ::Quickly exits the sickbay and heads to the TL::
XO_Hawkes says:
::Notes the stations as they report in at red-alert status::
OPS_DeShay says:
::Sets ship systems to red alert::
CMO_Lea says:
::Hops out of her chair, dropping the PADD to her desk:: Millers: Stations.   ::Looks over to Braxton and Seti as Seti leaves::
Host CO_Lynam says:
OPS: Put everything we have into the forward shields, then balance as necessary.
CIV_Seti says:
::Enters the TL:: TL: Bridge
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Jumps from his station and heads to the MSD very quickly.:: Self: I should have expected that! ::Frantically enters commands into his console.::
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: The rift has not opened at the scheduled time.
OPS_DeShay says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Transfers aux power to fwd shields::
Host CO_Lynam says:
ALL: ::Looks at the chronometer:: Well, Old Faithful this thing isn't.
MO-Braxton says:
<J&k> :: Take their stations::
CMO_Lea says:
::Taps her comm:: *EMUs*: EMUs Alphas through Betas, report.
 CEO_Merna says:
::Hears the CO and redirects more power to the ships shields and weapons.::
CTO_KBeth says:
::Wonders who is Old Faithful::
CIV_Seti says:
::Enters a quick note into his PADD::
XO_Hawkes says:
::Quietly taps his fingers on his armrest wondering when the rift is going to open...if it does?::
Host Daimon Zul says:
@::Getting impatient, moves his ship in closer::
OPS_DeShay says:
CO/CSO: I've cleaned up the message it reads "Time is an illusion"
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: We have cleared up the signal it says "Time is an Illusion."
MO-Braxton says:
CMO: I hope we are as lucky as we were last time...
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Orders some Engineers to their secondary posts as he has a full Engineering team in ME.::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: Continue working on those signals, have your staff see what they can come up with to seal that thing.
FCO_Nichols says:
~~CTO: Remind me to show you some old earth footage.  Old Faithful is a landmark not a person ::smiles::~~
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: The rift is slowly closing sir.
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: Oh, sorry.
CMO_Lea says:
::Receives the EMU reports and notes the Millers and Starr at their stations:: *Bridge*: Sickbay reporting in.   ::Nods to Braxton with a small, hopeful smile::
CIV_Seti says:
::Puts his PADD into his pocket as the TL stops and enters the Bridge::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: Hey, good work lieutenant.  ::Smiles::
XO_Hawkes says:
::Relaxes slightly as the rift closes::
CTO_KBeth says:
::Hums a little tune under her breath while waiting for the rift to open:: ~~FCO: Oh... I didn't know you had rifts on Earth.~~
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: Wish I could take credit for it but it is closing up itself.
OPS_DeShay says:
::Scans the surrounding space for any temporal anomalies::
CEO_Merna says:
::Finally decides to bring up all power systems to online status.:: *EO*:  Get backup teams to their stations Jo... ::Enters a sequence of commands into his console.::
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Scans the rift again::
Host Daimon Zul says:
COM: Delphyne: Captain Lynam We show the rift is closing ::more than a little annoyed::
Host CO_Lynam says:
COMM:ZUL: Daimon, I swear, if you mess with that rift again I will haul you and your floating flea market back for trial.  Return to your position or clear the area.
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo>::Hears Kodar and sighs and orders the backup Engineers to their stations.:: *CEO*: Aye.. Done sir.
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Hears the CO comment and smiles::
FCO_Nichols says:
::Resists the urge to giggle:: ~~CTO: We don't.  The Captain was comparing.~~
CIV_Seti says:
::Enters the Bridge and stands clear of the action but able to take notes::
Host Daimon Zul says:
COM: Delphyne.. fine ::turns to his helm ::take us out
CEO_Merna says:
::Checks on the status of the tractor beam systems.:: Self: We might need them.
OPS_DeShay says:
::Smiles at the CO remark and think this is why he came to the Del::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: Watch the rift closely and continue to monitor for signals.
FCO_Nichols says:
::Glances over her shoulder at the CO and grins::
CEO_Merna says:
::Sees a slight problem with the Delphyne's power distribution network, and starts to compensate for them.  Then sees another problem with the LCARS systems.:: *EO*: LCARS!  Get on it!
CIV_Seti says:
::Takes out his PADD and enters more notes as he watches what is going on::
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Runs a cross-analysis on the current rift readings with previous readings:: CO: Aye sir.
Host Daimon Zul says:
Action: Marauder starts to move slowly out
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Sighs as he sees the same problems as the CEO and quickly jumps on the LCARS systems.:: *CEO*: Aye.. ::Smiles and laughs a bit.:: Your quick sir.
CMO_Lea says:
::As the moments pass without any entering patients, uneasily settles back into her chair, further analyzing the EMUs reports::
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: The rift is closed sir.
CTO_KBeth says:
CO: Sir, I suggest that we widen our scans to search for the rift opening elsewhere.  It may be that they can only maintain one rift at a time.
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Lt. Hunter is requesting permission for the Tigris to escort the Marauder out of the area sir.
XO_Hawkes says:
::Wonders if this would be a good time for a snap inspection of sickbay?::
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Fine tunes the sensors to make sure that the rift is closed::
CEO_Merna says:
::Runs around as he hears Tarrez announce that the rift is closed.  Then turns back to his duties.::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CTO: Keep an eye on them, prepare, ::emphasizes word:: to target his engines.  Also, a good idea.
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Smiles as she sees that it is closed for sure::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: You heard the CTO, sounds good to me, sweep the area for other temporal phenomenon.
MO-Braxton says:
CMO: Did I miss anything while I was on the Ferengi ship ?
Host CO_Lynam says:
FCO: Tell them to remain here.  The Daimon knows the way out.
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Begins the sweep::
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Aye sir.
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Goes to the LCARS console and finds the problem.:: Self: Seems to be a slight maladjustment. ::Fixes it and runs a level 3 diagnostic.  Heads back to the Master Systems Display.::
Host Daimon Zul says:
ACTION: Marauder leaves the area at warp 4.3
CTO_KBeth says:
CO: Gladly ::resets the targeting systems::
XO_Hawkes says:
CO: If you'll excuse me, I have an inspection to perform. ::grabs a PADD and stands up heading for the TL::
FCO_Nichols says:
::Sends a message stating "Sorry Julie, The CO gives a no go.  The Ferengi apparently haven't sold their map of the sector for profit, so they can find their own way home"::
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Taps a few commands into the console and smiles.:: *CEO*: LCARS fixed.  Slight maladjustment... ::Smiles::
Host CO_Lynam says:
XO: An inspection?  Now?
XO_Hawkes says:
TL: Deck 7 ::As the doors close, he pulls up a checklist on his PADD, then exits on deck 7::
CTO_KBeth says:
CO: The marauder has left the system.
CMO_Lea says:
MO: Nothing consequential, Doctor.  ::Spins her chair around to face Braxton:: Since Counselor Kheldar's...assistance, in sickbay, I've been considering the concept of having sickbay at least minimally armed. If the ship were ever taken over, sickbay should have some means of defense.
CEO_Merna says:
*EO*: Good work Jo! ::Smiles and thinks he needs a promotion for EO Jo.:: Keep on it Jo.
CIV_Seti says:
::Takes a moment and Downloads his PADD to his personal computer in his quarters so his PADD is cleaned out::
CMO_Lea says:
MO: What would you think of preparing a preliminary supply list for the mild armament of sickbay, and eventually coordinating with Lieutenant T'Kar for the proper training and retraining of medical staff in use of the current phasers?
MO-Braxton says:
CMO: From what I hear a tongue lashing from you would be more than sufficient defense ::grins::
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Smiles and nods to an Engineer as he finalizes her report.:: EO: There you go.  Back to your station. ::Smiles as she walks away.::
XO_Hawkes says:
::Walks down the corridor of deck 7. Sticks his head into the Security office saying "Hi" to some old friends, then continues down the hall ::
MO-Braxton says:
CMO: Sound like a fun job ....Hmmm.... 1 or two personal torpedo launches, one under my desk...
Host CO_Lynam says:
ALL: Well heck.  Anticlimactic, but we aren't breathing vacuum so I guess it's o.k.
CMO_Lea says:
::Smiles widely and stands up, walking over to the first biobed of the line and begins a diagnostic of biobed 1:: MO: Run another Dia. on biobed 6, would you? It's still acting up.
CIV_Seti says:
CSO: How long do you believe it will be until the rift opens again?
XO_Hawkes says:
::Enters sickbay, and whips out his PADD::
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: Still no sighs of any temporal anomalies
CEO_Merna says:
::Sighs with relief as the ships systems settle down again.:: Self: That was close. ::Looks over to the CSO with a smile.::
XO_Hawkes says:
::Starts a timer, and starts looking around::
CTO_KBeth says:
CO: I don't know if you want to get too comfy, sir.  This is usually the time when things start heading downhill .... fast ::grins::
Host CO_Lynam says:
ALL: We'll remain at red alert for another hour, then stand down to yellow.
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Thinks he'd like to date that Engineer...  Then sighs and goes back to his duties.:: Self: Can't do that.  ::Makes another joke for the Engineers down in Main Engineering.::
MO-Braxton says:
CMO: I'll have Ken do take care of the biobed 6 , he seems to be able to work very well with her.
OPS_DeShay says:
CO: Aye sir.
CEO_Merna says:
::Turns to the CO with a smile and nod.::
Host CO_Lynam says:
OPS: Send an update to SB 191.
CMO_Lea says:
::Calibrates the diagnostic and initiates, then looks up and smiles a little at the familiar face. Makes no move toward him since he is clearly engrossed with anything but injuries:: XO: Hello Commander. What brings you to sickbay?
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: So lieutenant, get enough data to impress the Starfleet eggheads?
MO-Braxton says:
Ken: Hey Ken get over here and take care of biobed 6, she is acting up again.
OPS_DeShay says:
CO: Aye sir. ::Copies and encrypts all the up to date data and sends it to SB 191::
XO_Hawkes says:
CMO: ::Taps his PADD to stop the timer:: Surprise inspection Lt. I figured what better time than when you'd all ramped up for action. ::Smiles::
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Walks up to the Master Situation Monitor and sees a problem with the waste disposal systems on deck 19.:: Self: Why is it always deck 19? ::Grumbles and almost stomps his way back to the MSD.::
CIV_Seti says:
CSO: What is your impression of Commander Hawkes?
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Runs further scans on the message from the other side and sees that there is an encoded message:: CO: Aye sir ::smiles:: There appears to be an encoded message inside the one we got on the other side sir.
MO-Braxton says:
<Ken> MO: Sure thing ::Wraps up his work at his station and takes out the standard tricorder he has started to carry ever since biobed 6 has been acting up::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: ::Raises one eyebrow::
XO_Hawkes says:
::Runs his finger along the nearest biobed, the rubs his fingers looking for dust::
CMO_Lea says:
MO: Good.  Get started on that prelim-inventory, then.  ::Motions for Starr to come over, then looks back to Hawkes and nods a little absent-mindedly:: XO: Sounds sensible. Let us know if you need anything.  ::Secure in the knowledge that Hawkes is considerate enough to avoid hindering the medical staff and their workings::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: Let's have it.
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Looks up at the CIV:: CIV: I don't meant to be rude but if you will give me a moment. ::turns to the CO:: CO: It will take me a little while to decode it sir.
CEO_Merna says:
::Looks closer at the ships systems and sees a slight variation in the phase inducers.:: Self: I wish they would make better ones! ::Cringes slightly hoping no one heard him.  Then starts to make the proper adjustments.::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: Alright.
XO_Hawkes says:
CMO: Oh, don't mind me. I'm just a fly on the wall. ::leans against the wall listening to the meeting, and occasionally tapping in notes::
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Starts to decode it:: CIV: So you were asking...?
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Grumbles as he doesn't want to go to deck 19 and fix those stinky waste disposal sensors.:: Self: But they've got to be done... ::Thinks he should send some other Engineers...::
OPS_DeShay says:
::Runs a diagnostics on all power systems::
CIV_Seti says:
CSO: I was just wondering what your impressions were of Commander Hawkes and his as a person?
CEO_Merna says:
::Sighs as he keeps making adjustments to the phase inducers.:: *EO*: How do the phase inducers look to you down there? ::Taps away at his console.::
MO-Braxton says:
<Ken> ::Opens up a panel on the biobed and begins to scan:: Biobed: Ok old gal guess it time we had another talk.  You know I appreciate you but if you keep throwing these fits... we might have to space you.
CMO_Lea says:
::As Starr approaches:: Starr: Get on another visual inventory of our supplies. With the Ferengi ship around...well, I'll feel more comfortable with everything visually accounted for.  ::Looks down at the biobed at it's beep, and looks over the results for the diagnostic::
CSO_Tarrez says:
CIV: I think that he is a top-rated officer and a loyal friend to say the very least.  But why do you ask?
XO_Hawkes says:
::After a moment, Hawkes moves away from the wall, and walks over to a supply cabinet. Careful not to disturb anything, he opens it, and takes a quick inventory. Then makes a few notes::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CEO: Chief, why is it that you spend so much time on maintenance and we still have these minor malfunctions?
CTO_KBeth says:
CO: Sir, long range sensors show that the Ferengi Marauder went to warp 8.9 and is heading in the general direction of the Owleston Nebula
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo>::Hears the CEO and walks to the warp core, scans it while looking at the tricorder.:: *CEO*: They're just slightly out of phase synchronization.  Doesn't look bad.. ::Notices that someone is trying to adjust them.:: How about pausing on adjustments? ::Waits to scan again.::
MO-Braxton says:
<Starr>CMO: Like, ok sir. ::goes to take the visual inventory::
CIV_Seti says:
CSO: Just wanting to get to know the crew and I have always found it best to ask other crew members
CIV_Seti says:
::Enters a brief note into his PADD::
MO-Braxton says:
<Ken> ::Makes a few adjustments to the biobeds settings:: MO: Any change ?
CEO_Merna says:
::Sighs and turns to the CO.:: CO: Well.. ::Takes a deep breath.:: Well... This is an Excelsior class ship sir.  Each and everyone is different.  Basically all systems have to be customized to the ship.
CIV_Seti says:
CSO: Thank you Sir
CEO_Merna says:
::Stands there hoping the CO understands.::
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Looks at the CIV with a raised eyebrow:: CIV: Very well
CMO_Lea says:
::Blinks a couple times, then shakes her head a little and notes the diagnostic results on her PADD. Walks around the biobed and activates the monitor on biobed 2::
MO-Braxton says:
:: Runs diagnostic again:: Ken: No change Ken.
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Assigns a Damage control team to the waste disposal sensors on deck 19,  knowing that they wont like that assignment..::
XO_Hawkes says:
::After a few more minutes of snooping, Hawkes makes a final entry in his PADD, smiles at the CMO, and exits sickbay::
CIV_Seti says:
~~FCO: How are you doing today?~~
CEO_Merna says:
::Looks around at the other crew for a moment, then turns back to the CO.::
FCO_Nichols says:
~~CIV: Fine overall.  And yourself?~~
CIV_Seti says:
~~FCO: Doing good, just getting use to the crew and the ship~~
MO-Braxton says:
<Ken> Biobed: Look I'm serious here I'll space you myself, or worse sell you to the Ferengi, is that what you want to do for the rest of your life scan Ferengi? ::adjusts the settings slightly:: MO: What about know?
XO_Hawkes says:
::Takes the TL back to the bridge::
CEO_Merna says:
::Hears a beep from his console and reaches back to it, assigning EO Jo to take over.::
FCO_Nichols says:
~~CIV: Well, you're seeing our serious sides with this mission.  Our first shore leave and you'll see what makes us a family as well as a crew::
CIV_Seti says:
~~FCO: Have a good one and will talk to you soon~~
MO-Braxton says:
::Runs the diagnostic again:: Ken: Working perfectly, good job, your going to have to teach me that someday.
CMO_Lea says:
::Almost realizes that Hawkes left, recalibrating the second biobed and initializing a diagnostic::
FCO_Nichols says:
~~CIV: You too.~~
OPS_DeShay says:
::Sees that all power systems are online and functioning with in parameters::
CIV_Seti says:
~~FCO: Cant wait~~
Host CO_Lynam says:
CEO: I know, but really, have you talked to Starfleet engineering?  I mean, after their people almost killed us all I would think they would be...accommodating.
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Wonders why its taking the CEO so long to respond, then receives the message to take over.  Walks to the warp core's console and takes command of the phase inducers and then recalibrates them.::
XO_Hawkes says:
::Takes his usual seat, and after a few moments squirming, settles down, and goes over his notes::
CSO_Tarrez says:
*SO Finn*:  Could you report to the bridge.  I need to report to sickbay and we are still at red alert and I want you up here.
Host CO_Lynam says:
CTO: Swell.
MO-Braxton says:
<Ken> MO: Maybe someday, ::strokes the biobed like a loving pet, then walks over to the CMO:: CMO: Got biobed six back up for now sir.
CSO_Tarrez says:
<SO Finn> *CSO*: Understood.
Host CO_Lynam says:
CIV: Ensign, is there any reason we should pursue the Ferengi to the nebula?
CEO_Merna says:
::Nods.:: CO: I have sir...  With out going to deeply into engineering...  Suffice it to say that basically each and every system has to be customized...  Then there's a settling down time to..  ::Sighs::  Then when things go wrong...  ::Sighs again.:: Then the whole system has to be checked... ::Twiddles his thumbs.::
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo>::Finalizes the calibration of the phase inducers and smiles slightly.:: Self: Okay... That’s done. ::Heads back to the MSD and continues with his work.::
CMO_Lea says:
::Upon initialization of the diagnostic, looks up to Ken and smiles:: K. Miller: Excellent! Thanks.
CEO_Merna says:
::Blushes slightly.:: CO: And then recalibrated...
MO-Braxton says:
<Ken> CMO: My pleasure, she just needed a little attention... ::smiles::
FCO_Nichols says:
::Glances over her shoulder at the XO, wishing they could ~~talk~~ like when Psion was on board::
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Sighs as he sees its past the break time.  Lets only a few of his officers take a break.:: Self: My work has just begun. ::Sighs yet again and continues with his systems monitoring.::
XO_Hawkes says:
::uploads his checklist to the computer for future reference, and looks around the bridge. Smiles at Nichols when she glances back at him. Then tries to figure out what's going on by listening to the chatter::
CEO_Merna says:
::Stops fiddling and stands at attention.::
CIV_Seti says:
CO: If we suspected them of smuggling or something, then we could, Captain
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo>::Walks over to each and every console, checking on the Engineer's work.::
Host Bren says:
ACTION: A small vibration of the deck plates makes the ship start to hum
CMO_Lea says:
Ken: Such is true for all things.  Start over at biobed 8 and work your way back this way, diagnostics on all the biobeds--::Pauses, looking around the bay curiously::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CIV: We always suspect them of smuggling.  However...::Feels the deck vibrate::
CEO_Merna says:
::Feels the vibration on the deck plates, quickly turns to his console and runs a ship wide level 4 diagnostic.:: *EO*: What’s that?
XO_Hawkes says:
::Ears perk up, and looks glances from OPS to CEO to see if they are detecting it...which is sort of  difficult when you consider that OPS is over his left shoulder::
OPS_DeShay says:
::Feels the vibrations and starts a diagnostic to find it.::
MO-Braxton says:
<Ken> CMO: Please tell me that's the magic fingers finally going to work...
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Feels the vibration too, and quickly makes his way back to the MSD.:: *CEO*: Checking sir... ::Frantically checks the warp drive and impulse drive systems, also the reaction control thrusters.::
XO_Hawkes says:
<delete "looks" in last>
Host CO_Lynam says:
::Waits for the CEO's pronouncement of doom::
CTO_KBeth says:
::Feels the vibration under her feet and hears a faint sound:: All: Does anyone hear that?
FCO_Nichols says:
::Feels the deck beneath her feet begin to vibrate:: self: Now what?
CMO_Lea says:
::With a terrible feeling pervading her...Shakes her head:: Ken: ...something tells me this is not  good.
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: Rescan the area, could this be external?
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Looks up to see SO Finn arrive:: Finn: I am currently decoding program on a message that we received.  Right now all we have are numbers but there are to many variables in how it is encrypted to be sure what they are and what they may mean
CIV_Seti says:
CO: Do you think he might be violating article 135.42 of the SF Peace treaty, sir
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Nods to the CO and rescans the area::
XO_Hawkes says:
::Quickly goes over the "abandon ship" drill in his head, and plots the path to the nearest lifepod::
OPS_DeShay says:
CEO: Can you  Give me aux power to the SEF.
CEO_Merna says:
::Frantically taps commands into his consoles, trying to find the source of the vibration.::*EO*: Report!!
FCO_Nichols says:
::Sends a message to the runabouts checking to see if they are feeling the vibration as well::
CEO_Merna says:
::Doesn't turn to the OPS officer, but reaches over with his free hand and brings up Aux power to the OPS console.:: OPS: Aux power at your command. ::Frantically taps away at the console.;:
CMO_Lea says:
MO: Prepare 30 dosages of dermaline gel. If these vibrations worse, we could get plasma burn victims.
OPS_DeShay says:
::Transfers power to the SEF::
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: No external reason for it sir.
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Walks over to the warp core and scans it.:: Self: I wonder?
CTO_KBeth says:
::Starts an internal scan of the ship...starts to look for temporal anomalies inside the Del::
MO-Braxton says:
::Nods and goes to work, getting Jason to help her::
XO_Hawkes says:
CO: You've been aboard longer than me...is this normal...ever ?
CEO_Merna says:
::Watches as the readouts from each and every system starts to come up on his console.:: Self: Where is it coming from? ::Scrolls through the readouts.::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CIV: We searched that ship pretty thoroughly during the repairs, I don't think he's smuggling.
CSO_Tarrez says:
SO Finn: Keep working on decoding the message here, but it looks like I will be staying for the moment.
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: The runabouts are not feeling this vibration.
CIV_Seti says:
CO: Then no, we should not follow the ship, Captain
Host CO_Lynam says:
XO: With this ship, anything is possible.
Host CO_Lynam says:
XO: And that is both a good and bad thing.
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Permission to bring the runabouts back into the ship sir?
CEO_Merna says:
::Doesn’t turn to the CO, but continues with his systems checks.:: CO: I still cant find the problem yet... ::Is frantically typing in commands into his console.::
XO_Hawkes says:
CO: ::Nods::
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Runs a frequency scan on the Del and tries to lock down where the vibrations are the loudest::
CIV_Seti says:
::Enters another note into his PADD::
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo>::Checks the readings on the scans of the warp core and heads to the MSD.:: Self: Doesn't look like it's the problem... ::Logs the data into the main computer.  Then heads over to the Impulse Engine display.::
FCO_Nichols says:
*Joseph* Get everything tied down down there.  And make sure you're clear to bring the runabouts back in on my order.
XO_Hawkes says:
CTO: Uh, could you have your people check on our guest?
FCO_Nichols says:
<Joseph> *FCO* Aye ma'am.
Host CO_Lynam says:
FCO: Negative, tell them to clear away from us and get away from the rift area, about another half a million meters.  Take us away from the rift in a perpendicular course, 1/2 impulse.
OPS_DeShay says:
::Scans the ship for any transmissions coming from or to the Del::
Host Bren says:
ACTION: Vibration ends just as a rift opens on deck 6 and closes as quick
XO_Hawkes says:
CTO: That being miss Rampart.
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: Rift opening on deck 6...
CEO_Merna says:
::Gets a bit upset and calls EO Jo again.:: *EO*: Report!!!
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: But it closed just as fast.
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Aye sir.
FCO_Nichols says:
::Sends the CO's orders to Hunter and Dunlap then plots the Del's course::
CTO_KBeth says:
*Winchestor*: Check on our guest  please.
FCO_Nichols says:
::Engages at 1/2 impulse::
OPS_DeShay says:
CO: Sir recommend we put force fields around deck 6.
XO_Hawkes says:
::Perks up at CSO's pronouncement. Looks at CSO...which is fairly easy since science is in front, and a little to the left of him::
CEO_Merna says:
::Hears the CEO yelling and cringes as he runs back to the MSD.:: *CEO*: I still.. ::Taps commands into the console.:: There seems to be some  type of problem on deck 6 sir.  Sending teams now. ::Waves his hands over to some Engineers.::
CSO_Tarrez says:
Computer: Is any person not aboard this ship that was aboard her 10 minutes ago?
CMO_Lea says:
::Felt the vibrations reach a climax, then cease. Looks about expectantly, as the ceiling seemed to vibrate more violently then the deck::
Host CO_Lynam says:
OPS: Whatever happened has happened.  We need to let security in there to check.  Stand by
CEO_Merna says:
::Sighs and turns back to the CSO and quickly turns to his console.  Stands there trying to figure out how they can stop that from occurring again.::
CTO_KBeth says:
CO/XO: I'm sending security teams to deck 6.
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Scans the area around where the rift opened::
XO_Hawkes says:
::Nods to CTO...which is difficult...::
CTO_KBeth says:
<Winchestor>::Goes into the guest quarters to find......nothing:: *CTO*: Ma'am...she's gone.  but she never left through the door.
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Shuts down some critical power transfer conduits that could be effected, and reroutes the power through the backups.:: *CEO*: Sir?  I had to redirect the power on deck 6 sir.
Host CO_Lynam says:
Computer: Location of Fiona Rampart?
CIV_Seti says:
::Hears the Captain:: ~~FCO: Who or what is Fiona Rampart?~~
Host Bren says:
<COMPUTER>CO: Fiona Rampart is not aboard the Delphyne
CTO_KBeth says:
::Curses quietly:: *Security Teams*: I want a deck to deck search for Fiona Rampart.  Report any anomalies and also scan for any residual temporal traces.
CEO_Merna says:
*EO* Good work Jo..  Have the Damage Control Teams diagnosed the problems yet? ::Doesn't think so but asks.::
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: We are approaching 1/2 million kilometers from the rift sir.
CSO_Tarrez says:
<Computer> CSO: Fiona Rampart and the CNS
XO_Hawkes says:
CO: Do you think maybe we could move a little ways off...incase this thing is localized to this part of space. I'd hate to see part of the warp core vanish.
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> *CEO*: Not yet... ::Taps a few commands into the console.:: They should be there in a few minutes sir.
Host CO_Lynam says:
XO: We have increased space 1/2 million kilometers.  You think farther?
FCO_Nichols says:
~~CIV: Fiona Rampart is a criminal who we pursued into the Owleston Nebula.  She disappeared into a rift but her alternate counterpart was found and has been our guest for the past several days.~~
CEO_Merna says:
<DCT A03> ::Arrive on deck 6 and start their initial scans of the problem or problems.::
XO_Hawkes says:
CO: Nah...that should be fine.... I would think.
CIV_Seti says:
~~FCO: Understood, thank you~~
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: Ms Rampart and the CNS is no long aboard the del, sir
CTO_KBeth says:
CO: Sir, I'll be in our guest's quarters. ::heads to the TL::
Host Bren says:
ACTION: Vibrations start again
CIV_Seti says:
::Braces himself and puts his PADD into his pocket::
CTO_KBeth says:
::Feels the vibrations and turns back to her console.  Starts the internal scan ::
Host CO_Lynam says:
FCO: Full impulse!  Have the Runabouts parallel us.
XO_Hawkes says:
::Gets a sinking feeling::
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Feels the Vibrations and starts to look for another rift to open::
CMO_Lea says:
::Skims the bridge status report, then starts and looks around with wide eyes as the vibrations resume::
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Aye sir.
CEO_Merna says:
::Sighs and raises his fist to slam it against the console, but only taps his fist on it.:: Self: What now?
FCO_Nichols says:
::Increases to full impulse and sends orders to the runabouts::
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Feels the vibrations again and quickly looks up to the Master Situation Monitor, waiting for a red blinking light, telling him what system and where the problem is.::
CTO_KBeth says:
*Security Teams*: Scan for any temporal anomalies on all decks...now.
Host Bren says:
ACTION: Vibration Stops
MO-Braxton says:
<Ken> ::To no one in particular:: I like a back massage as much as the next person but this is getting to be a bit much.
CMO_Lea says:
::Takes out a tricorder and begins a wide scans of sickbay, looking alternately from her tricorder to Ken Miller and Alyia Braxton::
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Runabouts are in a parallel course sir.  They again report no problems.
XO_Hawkes says:
Computer: Test for presence of all lifesigns aboard every 5 seconds. Notify any discrepancies.
CIV_Seti says:
::Sits back and watches and wishes for some good ole action for himself...enters another note into his PADD:
Host CO_Lynam says:
FCO: Slow to 1/4.
CEO_Merna says:
<DCT A03> ::Find residual readings of a rift and some minor damage to some minor power conduits.:: *EO*: Jo?  There are residual readings of a rift here.  Some minor damage to minor power conduits.  We should have them repaired in 30 minutes sir.
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: We deciphered the message. It has coordinates in it...::pauses::  right inside the Owleston Nebula... the  same place as the original All That Glitters disappeared, sir.
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: Scan this entire area for anomalies.  Is the whole place unstable?
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Scans the area::
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> ::Shakes his head and taps away at the console, brining up the effected systems.:: *DCT A03*: Get on it guys.
OPS_DeShay says:
::Starts internal scans for temporal anomalies::
FCO_Nichols says:
::Slows to 1/4 impulse:: CO: Aye sir.
CTO_KBeth says:
::Thinks to herself...enough is enough:: *Security Teams*: Instigate intruder protocol alpha gamma.
XO_Hawkes says:
::Overhears CSO's comment to CO:: Self: Prisoner exchange?
CEO_Merna says:
*EO*: Report! ::Taps away at his console, mumbling and grumbling.::
CTO_KBeth says:
CO: Sir, I suggest we try and contact the '34th Rule'.  They may be trying to open a new rift.
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo> *CEO*: They've found residual readings of a rift.. Slight damage to a minor power transfer conduit sir.  Effecting repairs now.  Should be dine within 30 minutes.
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: Wonderful.  This just gets better by the minute.
CMO_Lea says:
::Snaps her tricorder shut and turns to Ken:: Ken: Doctor Miller, you have sickbay.  MO: Let's get to the bridge and analyze this unfolding first hand. ::Inclines her head slightly and heads for the doors::
OPS_DeShay says:
CO: They may have been in communication with them all along.
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: Sorry sir. ::frowns and wishes she had some better news::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CTO: They can't be there yet.
CIV_Seti says:
CO: Is the Rampart, someone that will need to brought up on charges, sir?
XO_Hawkes says:
CO/CSO/CTO: Or maybe they didn't like our Fiona Rampart, and want to give her back?
MO-Braxton says:
CMO: Aye sir ::follows a half step behind the CMO::
CEO_Merna says:
::Turns to the CO.:: CO: There are residual rift readings on deck 6.  They seem to be responsible for the vibrations sir.  ::Sighs:: But I couldn't find the source of the last set of vibrations.
Host CO_Lynam says:
FCO: Alright, recover the runabouts, set course for the those coordinates, engage when the runabouts are recovered.  Maximum warp.
CSO_Tarrez says:
CO: My scans of the area reveal just some pock marks where the rift opened for a few seconds.. nothing else.. all is calm
Host CO_Lynam says:
CEO: Doesn't matter now chief, I want all the speed you can give me.
FCO_Nichols says:
CO: Aye sir.
CTO_KBeth says:
CO: I agree that they can't be at the nebula yet but they may have help.  ::grins at the XO's comment:: XO: Would you blame them?
OPS_DeShay says:
::Transfers power to the warp engines::
Host CO_Lynam says:
*ALL*: Cancel red alert.
CEO_Merna says:
::Turns to his console after nodding.:: CO: Aye...
FCO_Nichols says:
COM: Hunter/Dunlap: Time for you two to come home.  Make it quick.
CIV_Seti says:
::Enters another note into his PADD and puts it into his pocket::
FCO_Nichols says:
OPS: Permission to open the bay doors?
OPS_DeShay says:
::Opens shuttle bay doors::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: Say, we can't close the rifts, could we open one?
CEO_Merna says:
*EO*: Do what you can Jo...  Just give us all she's got... ::Taps away at his console, transferring all power generation systems power to the warp engines.::
CMO_Lea says:
::Exits sickbay, turns down the corridor, and walks into the turbolift::
XO_Hawkes says:
CTO: No, but I think they at least need a receipt if they want a refund. ::Thinks a moment, then sends a report on old earth commerce to the CTO's console::
OPS_DeShay says:
FCO: Already done. ::Smiles::
CTO_KBeth says:
::Pushes big white button to cancel red alert::
FCO_Nichols says:
OPS: Thanks.
CEO_Merna says:
<EO Jo>::Sighs.:: *CEO*: Aye sir.  All she's got. ::Taps away at his console.:: Done sir.
MO-Braxton says:
::Wonders if this is the best of times to be in a TL::
OPS_DeShay says:
::Sets systems for Green::
CSO_Tarrez says:
::Stands down from Red alert and then nods to Finn to take over:: CO: I am sure it is possible sir, but I would have to do some research and we may not have the technology.
FCO_Nichols says:
::Watches as the runabouts disappear into the Del::
Host CO_Lynam says:
CSO: Alright.
CTO_KBeth says:
::Reads the report from the XO and grins thinking there are a lot of people she wished she could send back::
FCO_Nichols says:
<Joseph> *FCO* They're in and we're ready to go. 
Host Bren says:
<<<<<<<<<<<Pause Mission 10106.11>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
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